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abstract : Lllegal parking ofvehicles for the loading and unloading ofgoods at Tenjin area
in Fukuoka-city, Japan, is more than half ofgoods vehicles with high parking turn rate. Then,
it is necessary to use effectively curb space and parking meter as a step ofshort-term plan to
ease trafiic congestion and parking difficulty in the Central Business District(CBD) This
study aims to investigate the characteristics of the on-street parking for Ioading and
unloading, and propose a model to describe parking time.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the social economic activities, the parking of goods vehicles for loading and unloading
in CBD is unavoidable. However, the loading and unloading of goods on the streets will
bring many problems to the district such as traffic congestion, environment and parking
difficulty. As a short-term plan, some spaces for loading and unloading in CBD should
efficiently be used for the parking of goods vehicles. And also, from traffic safety, practical
use ofthe parking space should be discussed in order to secure road space.

Some relevant researches concerning the loading and unloading on street had been reported
by Philip A. Habib(1976,1978), Dennis Christiansen(1978), Dohgak(1991), Harada(1992)
and Tsukaguchi(199a). It is known that there are a lot ofresearch cases how to use curb
space and parking meter for loading and unloading. And in the majority of those studies,
actual situations of the on-street loading and unloading were investigated and the
maintenance of parking facilities were discussed. However, up to now, neither detailed
investigations nor the examinations about the use state have been done after the exclusive
parking meter for loading and unloading is set up. In the same time, it is doubt whether
building policy and planning standard ofparking facilities for goods vehicles can be applied
to other cities. The on-street parking situations for loading and unloading is related to many
impacting factors to express various characteristics of the city such as investigation time,
proportion of road area to total land area, traffic volume, population of economic activity,
integration of commercial and business district, and maintenance conditions of the on-street
and the off-street parking facilities etc. And with the change of these factors, relevant
situation will be different. Therefore, it is requested how to consider these factors in the
investigation of loading and unloading.
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In this study, as a basic research to grope for the strategy to.secure and.use effectively curb

space or ttie on-street parking for loading and unloading, the actual situations of Plr$ng
meter for goods vehicles set up at Tenjin district in Fukuoka-city_are_investigated. And, it is
an attemplto grasp the chara-cteristici of on-street parking for loading and unloading and

construct the forecasting model for parking time.

2. OUTLINE OF SURVEY

On-street parking situations at the sections of exclusive parking. meter for goods vehicles at

Tenjin arei are slrveyed, where is the CBD of Fukuoka-city and there are busy activities.for

business and commeice. The concept of investigation on the on-street parking for loading

and unloading are outlined in Fig. i. Fundamentally, the conditions of pickup and delivery

services(PUDi) and surroundingi of parking related to goods and vehicles should be

investigited. fr4ain items in thiJ survey include types of vehicles, numbers-of 
^goods 

and

parkin[ time, which are also underlined as ln Fig. l - 650 vehicles in three kinds of days such

is sunny weekday, rainy weekday and holiday are surveyed as in Table l.

In cases ofthe weekday, observation days are divided into sunny and rainy_day based on the

weather. According toihe data collected, it should be examined whether there is difference

in actual conditioni of parking for loading and unloading between two kinds of weekdays.

Table 2 shows that in tlie size of goods, time zone of parking and parking time, there_are not

any differences of significance Juen at 25 yo level under the chisquare-test for different

wdekday. But, the di-fflerence in the composition rate of a category with-the exception of
these items is turned up. In the same time, two-way ANOVA(analysis_of varianc-e) to. the

whole factors is used to analyze whether numbers of goods is affected by types of vehicles

and other factors.

Numbers of eoods

Kinds of goods

Size of goods

Types ofbusiness

Day / weather

Time zone of prking

Twes of vehicles

Cr for private
md business

Division of PUD

Distmcc of PUD

Prkins timc

Fig. I . Concept of investigation on parking for loading and unloading

Description Investigation point

911996 king meter 8

ing meter 5

ins meter 8

ch 20 is on the V

l

Generation situation of PUD

Conditions of PUD

Surrounding of
parking

Table l. Outline of investigations

Time zone

09:00 - l8:00
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Table .2. Chisquare test of the distributions of the on-street parking for loading and
unloading in sunny weekday and rainy weekday

Items

Time zone of parking
Types ofvehicles
Kinds of goods
Size ofgoods

Numbers of goods
Division of PIID
Distance ofPUD

Parking time
LegaVillegal parking
Prevented parking

Note: l. Dismiss ' *** ' lo/o, **: l0o/o, *'.25o/o, Adoption ;v..25%o
2. Tlpes of business are divided into commercial and business facilties
3. Types of vehicles ; Large-sized truck(2.1 tons and more), Middle-sized(0.36-2.0 tons),

Light truck(0.35 tons and less), Large-sized van(0.36 tons and more), Light van
(0.35 tons and less), Wagon, Passenger car

4. Size of goods ; Large-sized( I 00*60*80cm'), Middle-sized(60*30*40cm'),
Small-sized(30*20*l0cm'), Others

5. Legal parking is defined that a car is accurately parked in one parking meter.
And otherwise the parking is called as illegal parking.

3. PARKING CHARACTERISTICS FOR LOADING AND UNLOADING BASED
UPON TYPES OF VEHICLES AND NUMBERS OF GOODS

To analyze actual conditions ofthe on-street parking for loading and unloading in details, the
goods-vehicles are divided into seven types as in Fig. 2. Because the parking space in eight
lots of the parking meter is somewhat narrow, the parking frequency bf tne miiAte-sized-&
light truck and the van is higher, but the large-sized truCk in the weekday doesn't almost
lppear. on the other hand, the parking frequency of passenger car and large-sized van is
higher than that of the truck on holiday. The parking frequency of middle-sized truck is high
on sunny- weekday, while the parking of light van is frequent on rainy weekday. Through
these analyses, it can be derived that the changes ofweather or days have an influlnce on t[e
parking situations.

*
,i**

**
* *,*

7.02
20.63
4.86
2.31

24.8r
4.24

13.17
5.60
3.37
6.68

8
6
J

J
4
J
J
5

I
I

0.002
0.1 82
0 5l I
0.000
0.237
0.004
0.347
0.067
0.010

ESunny week&y I Rainy weekday E Holllay(sumy)

Largc-sized truck

Mildle-sized truck

Light truck

Large-sized van

LiEht van

W8gon

Pssenger car

Fig. 2. Proportion ofeach type ofvehicles in the on-street loading and unloading
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0%
A. Sunny weekday

Fig. 3 shows the proportion of each type of vehicles to numbers of pickup and delivery
goods. On sunny weekday, the vehicles with high rate are separately middle-sized truck,
hrge-sized van and passenger car if numbers of goods are 0 piece, light truck if numbers of
goods are I piece, large-sized van, middle-sized truck and light truck if there are 2-5 pieces,-

white middte-sized and light truck if there are 6 pieces and more. And also, when numbers of
goods are more than 11 pieces, the majority of goods vehicles with high rate are large-sized
van, middle-sized and light truck. Especially, if there are no goods on the vehicles the
proportion of wagons and passenger cars come up to 23.lYo although the goods vehicles
occupies majority.

On rainy weekday, the vehicles with high rate are separately passenger car if numbers of
goods are 0 piece, light van if numbers of goods are I piece, light truck and large-sized van if
there are 2-5 pieces, middle-sized truck and large-sized van if there are 6-10 pieces, while
middle-sized truck when numbers of goods are 11 pieces and more. And, On holiday, the
vehicles with high rate are separately passenger car if there is none or I piece of goods, light
truck and large-sized van if 2-10 pieces, while middle-sized truck if 1l pieces and more. The
large-sized truck is still main mean to the transport with great volumes more than I piece

although its relevant rate is generally low on rainy weekday and holiday.

{ o-ro
ou? 2-s

3rc

z0

1l -

! o-to
ub 2-s

€,z0

{ o-to
5u
ts 2-s

Er
z0

Elnge{iz€druck EMiddle-sizedtruck trLighttruck Elxge-sizedvm ILightvm BWagon EPNmgqff

Fig. 3. Composition rate of vehicles to numbers of goods
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Four types of vehicles(middle-sized truck, light truck, large-sized van and light van) as the
transport means of the goods movement in CBD occupy 93.5Yo on sunny weekday,8l.6%
on rainy weekday and 59.2o/o on holiday. Therefore, it is obvious that the four t)?es of
goods vehicles as mentioned-above are main transport means of goods movement at
terminals in CBD.

Large-sized fuck

Ivliddb-sized tuck

Lieht truck

Large-sized van

Light van

Wagon

Passenger car

U/o

A. Sunny weekday

Large-sized truck

Mddle-sized tuck

Light tuck

Large-sized van

Light van

Wagon

Passenger car

U/o

B. Rainy weekday

Large-sized tru:k

Mddle-sized tuck

Light truck

Large-sized van

Light van

Wagon

Passer:ger car

U/o

C. Holiday(surmy)

lj$/o
Distance of PUD

I E Smeterardbss lFrom6tol0meter trFromllto30meter El 3lnpterandmore 
I

Fig. 4. Rate of PUD distance to types of vehicles

From the respect of numbers of goods, the causes which goods vehicles are miniaturized in
Tenjin area can be found. The average loading numbers ofgoods in transport vehicles are
9.7 pieces on sunny weekday, 6.3 pieces on rainy weekday and 8.3 pieces on holiday,
separately, the dependence on large-sized vehicle is very low. And the selection of types of
vehicles should also correspond with consignor's needs for the driblet and just-in-time
transport. Therefore, goods vehicles are miniaturized. But on the other hand, the traffrc
volume of road is increased in order to respond the social demand called as high frequency
and small volume.
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BSunny weekday lRainy rveekday EHoliday(sunny)

Fig. 4 shows the rate of pickup and delivery distance based on types of vehicles. On sunny

wJekday, the trend of paiking near destination is .strong because the rate of parking distance

less than 10 meter from d-estination is high in general. Furthermore, considering the

rliationship with types of vehicles, to goods vehicles, the rate 9ILUD- distance less than 10

."ier is over 507q'but to all of passenger car and wagon, the PUD distance is less than 10

.eier. On rainy weekday, the rate of pUO distance less than l0 meter is about 80% in

laige-sized truik, and subsequently about 70Yo respectively. In addition, to other vehicles

exiept for wagon, most of the PdD distance is from 6 to 30 meter . On holiday, to large-

rir.dt-rt, tfr'e rate of PUD distance less than l0 meter is 100%, and to-other types of
vehicles, the rate of PUD distance from I I to 30 meter is high. So, there are great

aifer"n"es based on the different weekday. Especially, on holiday, average PUD numbers of

;;il;il i;rg;-sized truck is 1 13.3 pieces, and ihe trend that vehicles park near destination is

It.ong, parking over 3l meter offdestination aren't almost found'

On the other hand, Fig. 5 shows the distribution of pickup and delivery numbers of goods for
f""airg 

"ra 
unloadin[. There are a lot of PUDs with Z-5 pieces.on the weekday. That is, it

a."oun"t5 for 41.7o/o Jn su*y weekday and38.l%o on rainy weekday..However, none piece

"ig""at 
tccupies 33% oi holiday 

-which 
is the greatest proportion, and 25Yo on the

weekday.

Also, the large-sized truck is not observed on sunny weekday.. F pigtup and delivery

,urU"ir of i6ods, there is no great difference 3T-ong sunnyrveekday (-16.3 pieces), rainy

;;kJ"t (isls pi"t"rl, and holiiay (16.1 piec.es). if means qrlYot numbers of goods. onlv

in .nlaaie-sired iruck ute 
"ornpu.ed. 

And, imall-sized truck is 6.2 pieces on sunny.weekday,

;., ;iec;r on rainy weekday and 6.8 pieces on the holiday. There are few pickup and

delivery volumes on rainy weekdaY.

By the way, about the pickup and delivery numbers of goods in.passenger car, we-can find

ttiuigrrv*eekday, t.+ pid."r, rainyweekday:0.7 pieces,holiday.:2.S^pieces lt shows

there arehore PUb nr.b..t on trofaay, that-is, there is higher parking frequency for the

ri;;ppfu o, f,ofia"v Therefore, although middle-sized truck is influenced neither by the day

;it'#;";k nor by the weather; it can be said that light truck, large-sized van, light van,

wagon and passenger car will be influenced.

Fig. 5 shows the average on-street parking time for loading and unloading based on numbers

of"gooir, it is 19.5 mlnutes on sunny wiekday, 26.3 minutes on rainy-weekdal and22..8

;nu-1g; il holiday in the case of none pieie of goods because of the business, slip

arrangement and waiting etc.

€ 6-10
u
c t-s
I

JI

Fig. 5. Numbers of goods and average parking time
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In the case which there are goods in vehicles, parking time is needed with the increase of
numbers of goods except for one piece on holiday. Average time of loading and unloading
are 27.7 minutes on sunny weekday, 23.1 minutes on rainy weekday, 29. I minutes on
holiday. But, there is not much difference in none piece of goods(sunny weekday : 26.9
minutes, rainy weekday : 23.6 minutes, holiday : 27.3 minutes).

Table 3. Two-way ANOVA about numbers of goods

Source ofvar Sum of sq. D. F. Mean sq. F ratio Level of sig.(5%o, lo/o) Judgment

Types ofvehicles
Distance of PUD

Main effects(1975)
Residual

Total

191.80
60.83

258.t4
730.45
988.59

6

J
9

640
649

31.97
20.28
28.63
l.l4

28.01
17.77
25.t3

2.099, 2.802
2.605, 3.782
1.880, 2.407

**
**
**

Types ofvehicles
Kinds of luggage

Main effects
Residual

Total

99.31
l5 8.96
356.27
632.32
988 59

6

J

9

640
649

I 6.55
52.99
39.59

0.99

16.75
53.63
40.07

2.099, 2.802
2.605, 3.782
1.880. 2.407

Types ofvehicles
Size of luggage

Main effects
Residual

Total

143.09
91.95

289.26
699.33
988.59

6

3

9
640
649

23.85
30.65
32.t4

1.09

21.82
28.05
29.41

2.099, 2.802
2.605, 3.782
1.880. 2.407

'**
**

Types ofvehicles
Parking time
Main effects

Residual
Total

t84.75
80.52

277.84
710.75
988 59

6

5

ll
638
649

30.79
16.il
25.26
l.ll

27.64
t4.46
22.67

2.099, 2.802
2.2t4, 3.017
I .752. 2. 185

Note : ** ificant in 5%

Table 3 is an analysis of significant differences about the number of pickup and delivery
based on types ofvehicles and other items. From weekday & holiday, and section ofparking
meter & parking management, there are not significant differences for numbers of goods.
However, there are some significant differences in the pickup and delivery division, the pick
up and delivery distance, the legaVillegal parking, the types ofbusiness for the pickup and
delivery destination, the kind of goods, the size of goods and the parking time etc.

4. MODELING OF PARKING TIME

Forthe management of parking meter, the forecast of parking time is very important. The
forecast model of parking time for loading and unloading is necessary in order to understand
the actual situations ofthe on-street parking and express the parking time theoretically, and
it is the basis of simulation to calculate a necessary number of parking space for loading and
unloading. And also, there are very meaning for making parking measures in the future.

Fig. 5 and Table 4 show that there are some differences in average parking time for loading
and unloading according to types of vehicles, weekdays, weather and numbers of goods.
Then, factors impacting on the on-street parking time for loading and unloading should be
clarified. The relations among these factors and parking time for loading and unloading are
analyzed by the quantification theory I . From the first analysis, only the factors with high
explanation power are selected and used to the second analysis, which result are shown in
the Tables 5,6 and7.
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Table 4. Average parking time and rate of legaUillegal parking

Ave. parking time(Min.) Legal parking(%)

Sunny weekday
Rainy weekday
Ho hday(sun

Sunny weeKday
Rainy weekday

5unny weeKoa
Rainv weekda

Sunny weekday
Rainy weekday
Holidav(sunnv)

Rarnv rveekda
Holiday(sunnt
Sunny weekclay
Rainy weekday
Holiday(sunny)
Sunny weeKday
Rainy weekday
Holiday(sun

202 In-Sik HWANG, Takeshi CHISHAKI, Guoquan LI and Tai-Hyun LEE

Description Illegal parking(%)

721
46.7

53.6
44.4

60. c)

636

Light truck

Light van

,,^+1.+
33.3

,4
.2

86
72

60.0
5 0.0

71.8
8l.8

9
7

oo
61

W agon

Passenger car

Total

Table 5. Quantification analysis I for the on-street parking time of PUD on sunny weekday

Description Par. cor

0.271

0.230

0.449

0.312

7.t31
-5.109
- I .601
-7.657
6.192

-7.117
6.051
9.293

-r1.762

09:00 - 09:59
l0:00 - l0:59
ll:00-11:59
12:00 - 12:59
l3:00 - l3:59
l4:00 - 14:59
l5:00 - 15:59
l6:00 - l6:59
l7:00 - 17:59

-8.984
-l.l2s
12.7 52

F ood-stuft's
Drinks

-3 .414
3.625

-2.673
16.417

9.319
2t.200
20.356

Pickup
Pickup and deliverY

-1.9r2
-4.7 55

6 - l0 Meter
ll -30Meter
3l Meter -

19.r42

38
34
37
2l
4
5

7.920
-1.012
-3.9 1 5

-6.264
-9.538
9.604

Middle-sized truck
Light truck

Large-sized van
Lighl van

Wagon
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0_232

44.6
124.7

truck

No. of data Cat. score Range

n9 zone
parking

ll
11
2'7

9
15
l9
12
12
7

21.055

)6
40
20
)l

2t.736

none
I piece

2 - 5 pieces
6 - 10 pieces

I I ni.ces -

IJ
20
58
18
1n

6t.432

lul
t2
i3
li

27.656 0.366

)v
30
39
ll

31.267

Legal parklng
Illesal oarking

)6
81

I 6.694
-l I.954

JU.t,46

U.



On sunny weekday and rainy weekday, there is the high explanation power in.legal and

iff"gaf puif.ing, nurnb"rt of goods, PUD'division, PI-ID distance.etc. On holiday, th-e pattern

;ffiG; ditrfi somewhat fio, rurny weekday and rainy weekday. The types of vehicles

etreci ereatlv on parking time instead bf legal and illegal parking. f.oT the category, we can

kr;; t"h;i;', run'nv ura".uiny weekday, thE more numbeis of goods, the longer parking time

for pickup and delivery, business and waiting.

However, there is the long parking time with none piece- of goods 
^on 

holiday' The share of

;;;[U;;i;; ar.i"g a Jiy'ror thi goods vehicles is only about 30oh, and parking time of
passenger car over 41 minutes occupies 25%.

The mean of PUD numbers in that time is none piece and the average parking. time is 79

;;G;.'ihrrefore, it can be said that the case of none piece of goods is a kind of patte^rn

;iih i;;g-drking iime. If main elements which influence on the on-street palking time.for

lo;diil;na unloidine are extracted from the analysis results ofquantification theory I , it is
potiiUi. to be summa-rized as numbers of goods, PUD division and PUD distance'

Table 6. Quantification analysis I for the on-street parking time of PUD on rainy weekday

Characteristics and Parking Time Modeling of On-Street Parking for hading and Unloading in CBD 203

18.517

-2.142
2.387
-9.253
-5.242
0.426

-2.325
-0.672
-4.234

v>.w - v7.J7
l0:00 - l0:59
ll:00 - ll:59
12:00 - 12:59
l3:00 - l3:59
14:00 - 14:59

l5:00 - l5:59
l6:00 - l6:59
17:00 - l7:59

54
48
3l
JJ

53

47
43
t7

47.011
none
I piece

2 - 5 pieces

6 - l0 pieces

6 - 10 Meter
II -30Meter
3l Meter -

9
68
8l
84
90
25
39

Middle-sized truck
Light truck

Large-sized van

Light van
Wagon
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Table 7. Quantification analysis I for the on-street parking time of PLID on holiday

Description

0.r99

0.316

0.320

0.348

5. DISCUSSION OF THE ON.STREET PARKING FOR LOADING AND
UNLOADING

From Chapter 4, it is known that the average parking time is less than 40 minutes which is

seen as restriction time of exclusive parking meter. But, the rate over 41 minutes is 19.4%o

on sunny weekday, 4.9o/o on rainy weekday and20.9Yo on holiday. In the case of parking
time over 4l minutes, the average parking time (for 74-80 minutes) is about two times of the
limitation at the parking meter. So, the introduction planning of short parking time should be
considered to use efficiently the exclusive parking meter for goods vehicles.

The rate of legal and illegal parking vehicles is shown as in Table 4. It is known that most of
the rate ofillegal parking vehicles is higher than that oflegal parking except for large-sized
truck. In other words, the turn rate of parking meter is high(l7.4-30.5). It can be said that
there is absolute shortage in the amount of the on-street loading and unloading facilities.
Therefore, it is thought that the reasonable development of loading and unloading facility is a
pressing need to solve the parking problem as a short-term plan.

And, in the exclusive parking time zone for goods vehicles(l0 a.m. - 8 p.m.), non-goods
vehicles (passenger car, wagon) should be introduced to the off-street parking facilities. But,

Procecdings of the Esstern Asia Sociely for Transportation Studies, Vol. l, Autumn, 1997

l0:00 - l0:59
ll:00- ll:59
12:00 - 12:59
l3:00 - l3:59
14:00 - l4:59
l5:00 - l5:59
l6:00 - l6:59
17 00 - 17:59

20
10
8

l2
l6
6

l5
8

-2.'t53
-1 1.149

4.04'7
-4.076
11.623
-2.406
0.057

-12.196

-13.115
4.405

6 - l0 Meter
ll-30Meter
31 Meter -

7.939
1.176

I 8.996

Middle-sized truck
Light truck

Large-sized van
Light van

Wagon

none
I piece

2 - 5 pieces
6 - l0 pieces

l5
t8
27
8
lt
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passenger cars often stay at the exclusive on-street parking space for goods vehicles,
because the off-street parking facilities of Tenjin area in day time are full. Then, first of all,
the on-street parking lot should be extended to solve the parking trouble for loading and
unloading. The secondly, the conversion to the oFstreet parking facilities for non-goods
vehicles must be introduced.

The improvements of parking meter for large-sized truck have also to be required. A
representative vehicle of long parking time is large-sized truck(less than 4 tons and over 2.1
tons) . As shown in table 4, majority of large-sized goods vehicles exceed restriction time of
exclusive parking meter for goods vehicles because parking space for large-sized truck is
limited. But for decreasing such waste time in use of a parking meter, it is also not suitable
that the parking time of large-sized truck is set up as to 40 minutes as the same as that of
passenger car. Therefore, it is necessary to make relevant introduction measures to short
parking time of goods vehicle for loading and unloading, or progress the policy through the
conversion from large-sized vehicle to middle-sized and light, the on-street parking to ofl
street parking facilities for dealing with the on-street parking problem in Tenjin area.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper is a report of case study at Tenjin area in Fukuoka-city where the parking
problem for loading and unloading occurs remarkably. So, the characteristics on the on-
street parking for loading and unloading is investigated, and the factors impacting on parking
time are clarified. In the same time, the problem on the on-street parking is studied. The
following results are obtained :

1] In ordinary day, equal nature ofeach category rate on the sunny and rainy weekdays is
examined by chisquare-test. As a result of the analysis, size of goods, time zone of parking,
and parking time is not any difference at the level of significance in 25Yo. But the other
factors are adopted at the level ofsignificancein |Yo.
2] From strictly observing types of vehicles on the on-street parking for loading and
unloading, the main vehicle is middle-sized truck on sunny weekday, while light van on rainy
weekday. The induced frequency ofpassenger car is high on holiday, And, it can be said that
the main transport pattern is goods vehicles on the weekday, and non-goods vehicles on
holiday.
3l The pickup and delivery distance based on types ofvehicles according to the high rate is
less than 10 meter on sunny weekday, from 6 to 30 meter on rainy weekday and from I I to
30 meter on holiday.
4l The rate of one piece of goods or less is 43 9% on rainy weekday and 50.4Yo on holiday.
However, the rate of two pieces or more are high on sunny weekday with 76.2%. That is,
there is a little quantity of pickup and delivery on rainy weekday and holiday, mass quantity
on sunny weekday.
5] The numbers of goods, PUD division and PUD distance are considered as main influence
factors of parking time for goods vehicles.
6] It is necessary to improve the use method of parking meter on large-sized truck with long
parking time.

The use state ofparking meter for goods vehicles is investigated in this paper. From now on,
we will examine the situation of the on-street parking in the parking meter which passenger
cars are completely eliminated in order to predict whether present parking space can
corresponds with the needs ofthe on-street parking for loading and unloading.
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